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(hey guys, Happy Holidays…in any bit of a way…we appreciate anything…and anything counts…for 

real...in this verse document, I thought to give credit to the people who shared the concepts that really 

helped, considering the situation and need for credit where credit is due. Folks are interested in that, 

and we can move on…cool) (I put the credit in parenthesis, but don’t say it on the tune)  

Water Unda tha Bridge 

Intro: 

“Man, that Straight outa airspace thing is really true.” 

“Yup, it sure is”     (peace to the Chef) 

“Peace to me n’ tunes is over it. And intervention’ll settle.” (peace to K) 

“Happy Holidays, Peace.” 

“We humans put in work over time gradually, God does that so the beast can’t take it from us 

immediately, peace.” (peace to I ain’t playin’) 

 

Verse: It’s just water unda tha bridge we chill and people let it go. 

 Forward march here we be nobody’s trippin let it flow 

 Reframe and no blame catch the breeze already know (peace to R) 

 Gotta make a track and not distract, buildin’ like my bro 

 

 Let me breathe eat shit fart, then I’ll do tha show (peace to Tical) 

 Stop making me an enemy, more of yes, less of no.  

 Dealth with it unbelievable  makin’ waves light perceivable  

 Still we carry on true and strong US people  

 (peace to 3, and 4…trying to keep the tires to the pavement, not rollin’ on tha 24 rims. Peace) 
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I try to live God, that’s love it’s simple, try it 

 Anotha definition of life, easy to say, we start applyin’ 

 No, ain’t lyin’, Ticallian Russell flyin’ stay out a trouble 

On the double teachin’ peace n gratitude’s buyin’ 

  

 We’re a man on a mission literal lyrical musical miracle 

Puttin’ words to tha beat keep it simple good decision (peace to Bus) 

Now we’re traveling through airspace, yes together all forgiven  

To wash it clean only faith no doubts to all the rhythm 

 

Sufficient bludgeoning Booms high hats n snares 

Lets clear the chakra, thanks G, we glad that somebody cares (peace to D.O.G.G.) 

 

Chorus: It’s just water unda tha bridge, respect, that’s what I know, the law abides in love God 

abides in us, lets go. (2 times) “we’re sick a that Celebrity shit” peace..echo… 

(then the chorus another 2 times) 

 

(we are talking about ‘the spiritual law of God which is love’…it’s real simple, that’s the 

point…Go is love…24/7---how bout’ that  ) (peace to the ‘How bout’ that’ telepathic network. 

We are survivors. Peace) 

 

“We’re dealin’ with something you can’t escape from. No matter the skin or finances. We all 

share the same challenge. Those that understand that, that’s what we’re talkin’ about, we show 

a mutual respect. That’s that. Peace (echo)” 

 

“Here’s also a few things: We don’t compare ourselves to others critically, because it steals our 

joy. For real.” 
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“Just few things, we’re movin’ ahead, we also understand that people in the music industry who 

KNOW what goin’ on out there in the world want us to stay humble, out of trouble, and to learn 

gratitude over time. A lot of people get paid very fast in the industry. But we also appreciate 

that people need beats, and we’ll just charge it to tha game. Onelove.” (peace to D.O.G.G. for 

“charge it to tha game”---you guys are lights in tha storm) 

 

“Happy Holidays” Peace…(echo) 

 

Chorus: It’s just water unda tha bridge, respect, that’s what I know, the law abides in love God 

abides in us, lets go. (2  times) Peace (echoes) 

 

 

 

Peace and blessings to all the hearing impaired, visually impaired, and elder population during 

the Holiday Season. The world is honestly unknowingly blessed from your influence on the new 

‘within’ that is occurring, even though the present day is tough times for the Global economy 

and stuff…we all know what we mean…take care….slow n easy…peace… 

 

 

  

 

 


